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From Training to Learning: Transition of a Workplace for Industry 4.0 

BACKGROUND: Transition into Industry 4.0 has had many significant impacts.  Customization 

symbolizes leanness, flexibility, adaptability, and agility.  A business operator needs to recognize 

the factors that contribute to better utilization of the talents of its workforce and more effective 

workplace learning.   

OBJECTIVE: The study aims to provide a construct which highlights effective workplace learning.  

In this context, a construct represents a broad view of various interrelated ideas and concepts 

which can point to academic and practical implications. 

METHODS: The study applies action research which is suitable when observing a transformative 

change.  The study intends to observe and notice how the environmental factors have changed 

and try to predict their impacts on human capital development.  To help verify the suitability of 

these impacts, a comparison with similar studies or findings is made.  

focuses on literature reviews which look at the impacts from Industry 4.0 (on a need to tackle the 

waste of the talents in a workplace), recent developments of learning (on an emerging importance 

of informal learning), and survey’s data (on a shift in a workplace’s expectation on the workers). 

RESULTS: Workplace learning has gradually replaced training and education.  The proposed 

construct can help tackle the underutilization of the talents in a workplace as the workers are 

nowadays expected to perform the tasks and learn at the same time. 

CONCLUSIONS: Sustaining learning in a workplace needs to understand behavior, motivation, 

emotion, and workplace engagement. Informal learning, which reflects the individualization of 

learning, can enable an organization to deal with workplace learning.   
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Introduction 

Industry 4.0 reflects a new philosophy that profoundly affects many issues in business operations, 

especially how a firm should view training education and human capital development [1, 2].   

Industry 4.0 typically brings the image of a smart factory and seamless operations with the use of 

advanced digital technology [1, 2, 3].  Optimizing work to achieve continuous high performance 

and competitiveness is often epitomized with this digitalization effort.  Despite this prevailing 

perception, Industry 4.0 strongly also points toward a new expectation on the role of a worker in 

a globalized operation which relies on speed, efficiency, and responsiveness.  This expectation 

cannot simply rely on digital technology alone.  The human component in operations and work 

processes also need to adapt quickly to the changes in business environment.  Many have 

highlighted the importance of adaptability to change, lifelong learning, teamwork and social 

interaction, and communication for future skills of the workforce in Industry 4.0 [4, 5, 6]. 

Industry 4.0 is a continuation from Industry 3.0 which began to integrate computer technology and 

automation in the early1970s [1].  The initial focus was on the manufacturing sector.  Thus, 

knowledge, expertise, and technical skills were viewed to be critical for task or work completion.  

Training and education were still a viable option to upgrade a worker’s capability and competence 

[7, 8, 9].  Training by external experts was believed to bring fresh ideas and represents more 

openness to the changes from the outside.  Closed monitoring and evaluation became the key 

mechanism to ensure the effectiveness of the human capital development. 

The transformation to Industry 4.0 helped integrate computer technology and automation into all 

key work processes within an organization [1, 2].  Industry 4.0 is symbolized by extensive 

adaptations of robots, Internet of Things, machine learning, and 3D printing which became more 

visible in the late 2000s.  Rapid utilization of unmanned technology (e.g., unmanned aerial 

vehicle) also reflect this shift.  With the integration and advancement in technological applications, 

the workforce also needs to evolve along with this massive change.  Simply put, the development 

of an organization’s workforce is important to help maintain high performance [10, 11].  Many 

activities and work process in Industry 4.0 constantly need active engagement of and inputs from 

the workers such as learning from customer interactions, engaging with suppliers, preventing 

repeated mistakes when performing the tasks, etc.   

Many organizations recognize the importance of human capital development since not all 

operations can be digitalized.  For instance, many successful firms have advocated the use of 
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Thick Data along with Big Data [12].  Thick Data is qualitative data based on interactions, 

observations, reactions, and expression that provides insights into emotions which are the 

foundation of customer’s needs.  Often, unspoken gestures and stories are what matters to 

product and service customization.  Thick Data compliments Big Data to help gain useful insights 

into customers’ needs. Thus, learning is recognized as the vital component of Industry 4.0.   

Background 

Industry 4.0 has brought rapid changes in how individuals interact within and outside a workplace 

with co-workers, customers, suppliers, regulators, and competitors [7, 11, 13].  Transforming a 

workplace to deal with these ever- changing business environment and circumstance while 

achieving high performance remains the challenge.  Many new problems facing an organization 

are becoming more complex and wicked due to more frequent disruptions and consequences 

(including pandemics, natural disasters, regulatory restrictions, trade barriers, etc.).  Further, the 

effectiveness of product and service customization has compelled many organizations to take a 

closer look at their workforce and workplace [10, 14].    

The workforce within the context of Industry 4.0 has dramatically changed from a traditional 

viewpoint which has emphasized the use of technical skills and knowledge to how the individuals 

can create their own knowledge [15, 16, 17].  This change signifies a different set of skills, 

especially learning how to learn, learning by teaching, etc.  Moreover, the workers are expected 

not only understand how to perform the tasks but to continuously learn and improve their work 

[16, 18].  For instance, a worker is expected to understand the needs of individual customers by 

learning through repeated observations and interactions (i.e., conversations and body language).   

Furthermore, connectivity in digital technologies has impacted a great deal on inter-operational 

management.  This impact highlights how various functional units within an organization operate 

and interact which also include the partnership with suppliers, contractors, regulators, civic 

groups, and customers.  Moreover, user-generated contents by a worker have been encouraged 

since it is faster to help improve a worker’s performance (e.g., avoiding repeated mistakes and 

confronting new tasks) than a traditional classroom training [5, 19].  The expectations of being 

fast, flexible, proactive, and responsive imply the different roles and expectation of traditional 

workers in today workplace.  New expectations on the workers such as multi-tasking and learning 

have become more common when discussing a future workforce for Industry 4.0 [5, 19, 20].   
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Training and education appear to be too reactive for a workforce’s preparation due to a 

preparation needed when faced with a problem or a crisis.  Although the knowledge is important, 

higher expectation on learning capability appears to be more prominent in a workplace today [9, 

21, 22].  Due to the digitalization of work processes (as part of Industry 4.0), a development of a 

social platform (part of informal learning which is based user-generated contents) to strengthen 

knowledge sharing and transfer is presently common for many organizations [17, 23].  This 

development points to the need to reexamine how the workers learn in an organization and also 

how fast they can learn in a workplace. 

Research Question 

Given the rapid changes in business environment, what impact has the transition into Industry 4.0 

had on training practices for human capital development within an organization?  This question 

points to the need to evaluate how a worker is prepared for future work which will become more 

complex and uncertain [1, 2, 14]. 

Problem Statement 

Many ongoing developments from several academic areas and business practices have been 

identified and recognized which are essential for successful business operations in Industry 4.0.  

A lot of investment has been made to upgrade the use of digital technology (e.g., workplace 

digitalization).  However, the issues relating to the development of human capital, especially 

learning in a workplace and among individual workers have not been clarified which is needed for 

Industry 4.0.    

Objective 

The study aims to determine the impacts and changes in human capital development when facing 

a transition into Industry 4.0.  This determination is based on both practical and conceptual data 

which includes ongoing practices and recent available survey findings that have taken place within 

an organization.  The construct is a primary output from this study.  It is expected to help develop 

the construct for future studies on workplace learning.  

Significance of the Research 

Recognizing the waste of human talents is critical for preparing a workplace for turbulent business 

environment and often-changing customer expectations.  A traditional viewpoint on training as a 
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foundation to retrieve the talents of an organization’s workforce should be reexamined in parallel 

with the transition of an organization into Industry 4.0.  Industry 4.0 has brought drastic changes 

in how an organization operates, responds, and reacts to customer expectations and business 

environment.  Problems and challenges in a workplace can be expected to take place anytime so 

how a worker is prepared to deal with these problems and challenges is part of this transition.  

Operating successfully in Industry 4.0 certainly needs continuous workplace learning.  This 

learning will likely determine business performance and competitiveness. 

Methodology   

The study can be classified as action research which is commonly applied in social sciences.  

This method is suitable when observing a transformative change and transition through a 

comprehensive gathering and understanding of relevant data.  This data needs to highlight 

fundamental changes in environmental settings and to provide suitable directions or courses of 

actions to help address these changes. Observing and analyzing related data are the foundation 

for critical reflection when a set of environmental factors is identified.  Instead of controlling these 

factors, the study intends to observe and notice how the environmental factors have changed and 

try to predict their impacts on the operations of an organization [4, 32].  To help verify the suitability 

of these impacts, a comparison with similar studies or findings is needed.  

In this study, many factors are external and internal in nature such as a typical problem facing an 

organization’s workforce in Industry 4.0, a speed in which this problem needs to be addressed 

and tackled- given an increasing level of competition and customer expectation, a need to better 

utilize the human talents in a workplace, and a decreasing proportion of knowledge needed to 

complete a task.  These factors are essential within the context of human capital development 

when an organization strives to excel in Industry 4.0 [1, 2, 12, 14].  They represent a premise in 

which data collection from relevant sources will be conducted and analyzed.  Both practical and 

conceptual data will be included so that a prediction of a shift or a change is sound and credible.   

Findings 

To help achieve the study’s objective, the practical and conceptual data will be viewed as an 

attribute that has contributed to a change in human capital development during an organization’s 

transition into Industry 4.0.  In this study, there are three attributes that have impacted the 

perception of training and development in a workplace.  First, it is generally accepted that a 

problem facing an organization has become more complex and wicked [2, 16, 25].  Traditionally, 
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a problem can be categorized as: (1) simple- a problem is known and understood with an agreed 

solution, (2) complex- a problem is known and understood but can be resolved by many solutions, 

or (3) wicked- a problem is not fully understood so there is no clear solution.  Multi-tasking, instead 

of focusing entirely on task specialization, is expected in a workplace since the best way to handle 

the complex and wicked problem is based on a worker’s learning capability and opportunity.  This 

viewpoint can also be illustrated with the use of Kaizen during the early 1980s.  Note that Kaizen 

became popular because many Japanese auto manufacturers actively searched for incremental 

or gradual improvement ideas from their assembly line workers with the aim to improve quality 

and productivity [1, 26].   

To maintain business success while continuously dealing with complex and wicked problems, 

lean and agile operations is essential [4].  Thus, the focus has been on tackling the wastes in an 

organization’s operations and work processes.  In the past, only Seven Wastes were recognized 

as the key contributors to low performance in terms of quality, productivity, and efficiency.  These 

wastes included defects, overproduction, waiting, transportation, inventory excess, motion, and 

excess processing [27].   

As production and manufacturing had become more advanced along with increasing competition 

and global trades, minimizing operational wastes was one of the primary strategy objectives of an 

organization.  For instance, due to the fluctuation of currency exchange rate (e.g., Japanese Yen 

to US$ during 1980s and 1990s), massive efforts were underway to help reduce operational 

wastes reduction and to maintain lean operations.  Recently, the underutilization of the 

workplace’s talents was added to the traditional Seven Wastes [25, 28].  This new waste reflects 

the inability to utilize available talents of the workforce.  This was singled out at the waste of all 

wastes facing most organizations today, especially those having to adapt to Industry 4.0.   

This additional waste highlights the need to look beyond production and operational processes 

and recognizes the importance of human learning in a workplace [26, 28].  To remain competitive 

in an era of Industry 4.0, a productive workplace needs to show that all eight categories of wastes 

can be effectively handled and minimized.  This is essentially a core principle in lean operations.  

In a typical firm, being lean is a prerequisite for profitability as waste represents poor planning 

and an unnecessary use of resources.  Organizational wastes represent an expense which does 

not add value to products and services.  Industry 4.0 requires the workers to be inspired and 

motivated endlessly as an organization needs to be responsive and adaptive. See Figure 1 for 

the traditional Seven Wastes and the addition on unused talent. 
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[Insert Figure 1 here] 

The second attribute which has affected the viewpoint on training and development is based on 

the 70-20-10 concept.  Th concept reflects an acceptance of a new role of a worker and how he 

or she can improve work since, within Industry 4.0.  This concept is based many important 

developments in the past two decades.  For any type of work, learning can take place anywhere 

and anytime with anybody within and outside an organization [13, 29, 30].  How the individual 

workers learn depends on learning environment, technology, culture, and social interactions [30].  

Specifically, social interactions are important because these interactions reflect an opportunity to 

learn from each other.  For the numerical reference of the 70-20-10 framework, 70% of learning 

comes from hands-on or actual experience, experimentation, and self-reflection.  20% of learning 

stems from working with others through constant communications and collaboration.  10% of 

learning is based on career development planned by an organization.     

• For the 70% component, it is known as learning by working and hands-on experience.  

This description indicates an opportunity for a worker to solve a problem (as he or she is 

trusted and empowered), to undertake challenging tasks or work, to be given an 

opportunity to review his or her work.   

• For the 20% component, it is known as learning by working together and constant 

feedback.  This description indicates an opportunity for a worker to constantly give and 

receive feedback during work, to observe and to coach others, and to be mentored.   

• For the 10% component, it is known as learning by formal training and education which 

points to a series of courses, modules, seminars, and workshops.  Also, a worker can 

learn in a classroom or register for e-Learning.  Solutions are provided to a worker with 

follow-up assessment and test.  This 10% learning portion is viewed as part of regulatory 

compliance and career development (e.g., to qualify for a position requires a certificate or 

a passing grade).  See Figure 2. 

 

[Insert Figure 2 here] 

The third attribute is based on the existing findings from previous surveys which clearly shows 

the change in how training and development are viewed.  These past studies reveal many insights 

relating to workplace learning. The first issue is about the use of knowledge to perform and 

complete the tasks.  The gradual decline of the impacts from training and education has been 

very significant and visible.  Within one decade, the importance of knowledge provided directly by 
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an organization became drastically less.  In 1986, for a typical worker, 75% of knowledge needed 

to complete a task was provided directly by an organization.  However, for the same context, the 

number went down to about 8-10% in 2006 [31].   

It appears that the ability to learn by a worker is perceived to be more crucial since this ability 

allows a worker to create or generate new knowledge needed for the tasks and work [20, 32, 33].  

Due to the customization of products and services, a problem relating to customers can become 

unique and immediate which could be difficult for an organization to effectively prepare and 

respond.  Learning by interacting with the customers, by observing and learning from the peers, 

and building the confidence in their learning ability have been essential for an organization in an 

era of Industry 4.0.  Moreover, it is a challenge to prepare a training program on learning since 

standardizing the contents on learning for all workers is almost impossible.  It is recognized that 

training is more suitable when dealing with uniform problems that are dealt by most or all workers.  

Training primarily provides knowledge which would become less helpful when business 

environment rapidly and constantly changes.   

Another previous survey clearly points to the shift towards the importance of workplace learning.  

84% of business executives viewed learning as an important (40%) or very important (44%) issue 

while recognizing that ongoing activities, initiatives, and programs for training are not currently 

effective [34].   Interestingly, almost 50% of workers express their enjoyment and excitement 

about learning new skills and knowledge during work or working hours [35].  This existing survey 

highlights that learning can take place anywhere at any time (and should not rely on training).  It 

also indicates that the workers increasingly perceive learning as part of their work.  This notion is 

further supported by another survey which shows the workers usually spent about 35% on an 

average of their time on learning, especially with their peers and colleagues.  Over 80% of the 

workers participate some forms of informal learning activities.  For instance, user-generated 

contents for informal learning have been widely practiced [30, 36]. 

These three attributes have apparently underlined the need to have a new construct for workplace 

learning which relies less on training and development.  This proposed construct is created by 

recognizing the impacts from the above attributes (i.e., organizational wastes, the 70-20-10 

concept, and the surveys on the perception of the workers and management).  Apparently, the 

focus on human-capital development has shifted from training and education to learning.  For an 

organization to be successful in an era of Industry 4.0, a worker is expected to perform the tasks 

productively and to learn at the same time.  Learning includes an understanding of past mistakes, 
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a recognition of potential mistakes, an interaction with peers and colleagues, an interpretation of 

customers’ behavior and reactions, and an insight into a possible response when facing a work-

related disruption from a supplier [1, 11, 32].   

Training on learning can be problematic because not all workers are faced with a same set of a 

problems.  Thus, facilitating workplace learning and paying the attention to informal learning have 

become the priority [30, 36, 37].  This shift can start with how an organization views its workforce 

and whether an organization recognizes the workers’ talents, especially learning ability.  Thus, 

how individual workers learn within a workplace has been gaining a lot of interests since a 

successful organization need be able to respond and adapt to current business environment [27, 

32, 38].  See Figure 3. 

[Insert Figure 3 here] 

Discussion and Contributions  

To support the notion that the shift from training to learning is inevitable when an organization 

needs to excel in Industry 4.0, the discussion focuses on comparing the proposed construct with 

other previous studies and their past results and conclusions.  Future workplace learning has 

been influenced by the shift from training and development as highlighted by the three attributes 

mentioned earlier.  This shift is based on the premise that learning is recognized as an integral 

part of work [19, 37, 39].  Recognizing the value and contributions of learning (e.g., to come up 

with creative idea and suggestion and to teach and share experiences other workers) that a 

worker can bring into a workplace is essential when an organization is faced with the transition 

into Industry 4.0.  This recognition is not completely new.  In the early 1980s when Japanese 

products such as automobiles and electronic goods became known globally for high quality.  Many 

Japanese manufacturing firms used the Kaizen concept to gather suggestions and ideas from 

their frontline workers on incremental improvements to existing work processes and operations 

[26, 28].  A success in small- step improvements in work processes needs the inputs and 

suggestions from the workers continuously.   

The use of Kaizen is closely associated with the improvements in work processes, working 

environment, and products suggested by the workers.  These improvements take place in an 

iterative or gradual way in an inclusive or participative manner. Thus, the Kaizen concept 

represents one of many earlier attempts to recognize the importance of learning in a workplace 

as individual workers were expected to contribute more than task completion.  More importantly, 
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the Kaizen concept has consistently stressed the importance of collaboration among the workers 

on solving operational-related problems.  This approach is vastly different from relying on an 

expert’s opinion to analyze and provide a solution which the workers were required to follow and 

comply [1, 26, 28]. The Kaizen concept illustrates that an organization could become more 

innovative through better utilization of the workers’ talents (in this case, it was their hands-on 

experiences and problem familiarity). 

Despite the success in the top-down approach for adapting digital technology and automation in 

a workplace, a shift from training to learning is inevitable.  For an organization to succeed in 

Industry 4.0, the workers are generally expected to constant innovate how they work.  Moreover, 

there is an expectation that these workers can learn from their past work or experiences.  They 

can bring up creative ideas to help enhance the value-added provided by an organization to its 

customers [35, 36].  Value-added, according to Asian Productivity Organization, is an economic 

term to express the difference between the value of goods and the cost of materials or supplies 

that are used in producing them.  Simply put, value added reflects a creation of wealth (Value 

Added = Sales – Bought-in Materials and Services).  Wages, salaries, interest, depreciation, rent, 

taxes, and profit reflect the term value added.  New ideas and suggestions from the workers are 

important for possibly adding the value of goods (which is reflected by what customers are willing 

to pay) and minimizing cost of materials (e.g., a compatible substitute, sourcing, etc.).  

For the proposed construct, workplace learning relies more on informal learning.  This notion is 

consistent with many reports on the need to better facilitate learning for an organization’s 

workforce [10, 25].  Informal learning has emerged as an alternative to support continuous 

learning of as well as motivation to learn for the workers [40, 41].  Informal learning is based on 

the main idea that the workers can learn by interacting and receiving feedback with their 

colleagues and understanding more about the tasks by hands-on experiences.  Facilitating 

learning (providing learning opportunity) instead of providing training and education becomes 

essential for successful informal learning.   

Workplace learning is not simple because training and learning are vastly different.  Workers are 

expected to follow what they are taught during training.  Training is often used when a problem is 

simple and understood and its solution is known and accepted [19, 40].  Thus, training tend to 

overlook the workers’ ability to learn (i.e., overlooking the potential talents to learn and suggest 

improvements).  Furthermore, training cannot be expected to catch up with the speed of change 

and new knowledge emerged during Industry 4.0 [1, 19, 40].  This notion is further supported by 
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another survey’s finding which shows that more than 75% of the executives express their concern 

about the ability to learn and grow whether it is fast enough to keep up with the needs and future 

of a business [1, 2].   

The shift towards workplace learning is also influenced by the recognition of learning diversity.  

Due to this learning diversity, the effectiveness of training and education has become diminished.  

As previously mentioned, training aims to provide the knowledge needed to perform the work or 

to complete the tasks.  However, because of the nature of the work in an era of Industry 4.0, 

knowledge can be quickly obsolete as the customization of products and services has compelled 

the workers to learn and improve their work constantly.  This proposed construct is consistent 

with the latest efforts to tackle a failure to fully utilize the workplace’s talents which is needed to 

help maintain successful lean operations.  Dealing with learning diversity needs the insights into 

workplace engagement.  This learning diversity implies a different level of the motivation to learn 

and a need to strategize how individual workers can be effectively engaged [30, 39]. 

The workers today need to engage more closely with their customers, suppliers.  Since learning 

is an integral part of work, the need to recognize the difference between training and learning 

becomes even more important.  Often, training is planned under a premise of readiness, 

willingness, and capability among the workers [5, 29].  However, recent surveys on a workforce 

have found that the level of engagement affects the quality of training and can impact on learning 

capability.  Thus, it is essential that training and learning are viewed differently.   

Focusing on learning indicates the importance of workplace engagement [19, 25, 32, 36].  The 

workers are classified as three groups- engaged, non-engaged, and disengaged.  An engaged 

worker often expresses high satisfaction with a workplace.  He or she can show some leadership 

during work and can lead when faced with a crisis.  An engaged worker is aware of how to 

complete the tasks in the best possible manner and is likely willing to take up a challenge at work 

now or in the future.  The reason is that an engaged worker is keen to learn and to be prepared 

for any unforeseeable situation at work.   

A non-engaged worker primarily focuses on completing the tasks with some efforts but does not 

show any interests on learning.  Thus, training is required when there is a new task at work.  A 

disengaged worker is expected to provide minimum efforts and is not interested in learning (or 

even training).  A disengaged worker does not add any value to improve customer experiences.  

As a result, a failure to consider the feeling of engagement can negatively affect the ability to 
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utilize the talents in an organization and workplace learning.   Often, standardized training is one 

of many prominent factors that has led to workplace disengagement [37, 42].  This is due to a 

failure to recognize the importance of learning diversity and a need for constant feedback (as part 

of learning).  In general, managing learning in a workplace today resembles to some extent a 

classroom in which the diversity in the learners needs to be recognized from learning capability 

to learning environment and culture [43, 44].  This recognition is critical for workplace learning.  

See Figure 4.  

[Insert Figure 4 here] 

To counter the negative impacts from the disengaged workers, an organization typically needs to 

achieve a 4-to-1 ratio of engaged to disengaged employees [42].  This ratio shows that while an 

organization focuses its efforts on strengthening customer engagement, workplace engagement 

can also have the same or even greater impacts on business success [1, 16, 26].  Unfortunately, 

the number of workers who are disengaged outnumbers the engaged workers by 2 to 1 which 

points to a very serious problem in culture and leadership as well as an ability to learn and adapt 

in changing business environment and circumstances.  Informal learning appears to have positive 

impacts on increasing the level of engagement.  Thus, workplace engagement becomes a priority 

in human-capital development since it directly impacts on learning and workplace’s performance. 

Finally, the proposed construct on workplace learning recognizes the inevitable shift from training 

for an organization operating in an era of Industry 4.0.  Training presumes that a worker’s 

motivation and learning diversity are not a serious matter.  This is due to a basis that a worker is 

ready and is willing to implement what he or she is trained to perform the work or tasks.  However, 

for learning, the context is greatly different.  Learning is undertaken by a worker while training 

needs to be organized by an expert or an engineer and later is to be provided to a worker.  The 

prevailing gap between learning and training which affects the speed to respond to customer 

requirements, business environment, and competition is the primary concern.  This concern 

contributes to an underlying reason for more attention on workplace learning in the recent years 

[6, 20, 29].  Facilitating workplace learning based on the different levels of workplace engagement 

will continue to be a challenge for human-capital development for years to come. 

Conclusion:  

For an organization to become lean and agile successfully in an era of Industry 4.0, it is important 

to recognize the need to tackle the underutilization of the talents in a workplace.  A worker today 
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is expected to perform more than merely completing the assigned tasks.  He or she is expected 

to perform the tasks and to learn and improve these tasks at the same time.  Simply put, learning 

has become an integral part of work.  This has prompted a shift from training and education to 

learning.  Given the advancement of digital technology which allows the workers to interact with 

an organization’s key stakeholders and to develop their personal contents based on hands-on 

experiences and feedback/ interactions with their peers, learning can easily take place.  This 

represents an emerging practice, so called informal learning (part of the 70-20-10 framework).   

From the proposed construct, workplace learning is clearly influenced by many disciplines such 

as human resource management, education, engineering, and psychology.  Workplace learning 

focuses on how the individuals learn which deals with quality of work life, feeling of engagement, 

motivation and behavior, leadership, organizational culture, etc.  In fact, workplace learning points 

to the transdisciplinary study due to ever- increasing complex working environment and business 

circumstance.  The upcoming challenge of transforming various types of workforces (i.e., blue-, 

white-, and knowledge workers) into learning workers represents a new frontier of the research 

and academic work for the next several decades. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of Eight Wastes within an Organization 
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Figure 2: Illustration of the 70-20-10 Concept 
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Figure 3: Construct for Workplace Learning 
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Figure 4: Learning Diversity in a Workplace 
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